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Tompkins-Cortland Community
College And Tompkins-Cortland Cc
Faculty Assn
AGREEMENT
EFFECTIVE: September 1, 2003
TERM: September 1, 2003 - August 31, 2008
.
By and Between
the
COUNTIES OF TOMPKINS AND CORTLAND
(hereinafter referred to collectively
as the "County"),
and the
BOARD OF TRUSTEES OF TOMPKINS CORTLAND
COMMUNITY COLLEGE (hereinafter referred to
as the "Trustees "),
As Co-employers (hereinafter collectively
referred to as "Employer" or "College"),
and the
RECEIVED
NOV 05 2003
NYS PUBUC EMPLOYMENT
RElATIONS BOARD
TOMPKINS CORTLAND COMMUNITY COLLEGE
FACUL TY ASSOCIATION (hereinafter referred
to as the "Association").
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ARTICLE I -Requirement of Le2islative Action
IT IS AGREED BY AND BETWEEN THE PARTIES THAT ANY PROVISION OF TillS
AGREEMENT REQUIRING LEGISLATIVE ACTION TO PERMIT ITS IMPLEMENTATION BY
AMENDMENT OF LAW OR BY PROVIDING THE ADDITIONAL FUNDS THEREFORE SHALL
NOT BECOME EFFECTIVE UNTIL THE APPROPRIATE LEGISLATIVE BODY HAS GIVEN
APPROV AL.
ARTICLE II - Savin2s Clause
This Agreement shall be interpreted in a manner consistent with the laws of the State of New York
and/or of the United States of America; Provided, however, that if any provision of this Agreement
and/or any application of the Agreement to any employee or group of employees shall be found contrary
to the law then such provision or application shall not be deemed valid and subsisting, except to the
extent permitted by law, but all other provisions and/or applications will continue in full force and
effect.
ARTICLE III - Manaeement Ri2hts
The County, the College, and the Administration of the College, on its own behalf hereby retains and
reserves all rights, power, authority, duty and responsibility conferred by the Laws and Constitution of
the State of New York and/or the United States of America. The exercise of any such right, power,
authority, duty or responsibility and the adoption of such rules, regulations and policies as are deemed
necessary will, as they apply to employees represented by the Association, be limited only by the
specific and express terms of this Agreement.
ARTICLE IV - Association Reco2nition/Status
4.1 (a) The Employer recognizes the Association as the lawfully designated exclusive
representative of employees of the College for the purposes of collective negotiations
in a unit including all:
Coordinator of Learning Assistance Services
Coordinator of Multicultural SerVices
Coordinator of Placement Services
Coordinator of Special Services
Coordinator of Transfer Services
Coordinator of Tutoring and Accommodation Services
Counselors
Full-time and regular part-time teaching faculty
Instructional Software Specialist
Learning Lab Specialists
Librarians
PACE Vocational Counselor
PACE Student Advocates
PACE Vocational Coordinator
PACE Vocational Specialist
Teaching Center Coordinator
Technical Specialists
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4.2
4.3
4.4
4.5
4.6
"
all other mutually agreed upon positions; and excluding all other employees of the
Employer.
(b) Employees holding the title of Learning Lab Specialist shall be considered non-instructional
employees.
A part-time teaching employee is one who is scheduled to work more than .75 but less than a
full-load as herein defined, inclusive of the pro rata amount of the appropriate professional
responsibil~ties as assigned by the supervisor. A part-time, non-teaching employee is one who is
scheduled to work .75 or more, but less than a full-time load as herein defined, inclusive of the
pro rata amount of the appropriate professional responsibilities as assigned by the supervisor.
Persons hired to fill temporary vacancies (due to leaves of absences, sabbaticals, etc.) of
bargaining unit positions are considered to be members of the bargaining unit so long as the
position remains .5 FTE or greater. The College retains full authority regarding vacancies due to
permanent separation. This section is in effect through August 31, 2004. A committee
compris"edof three (3) members of the Association and three (3) members from the
Administration will be appointed by the respective groups no later than February 1, 2004 and
will be charged with the responsibility of reviewing Section 4.2. In addition, Section 9.8 will be
opened for review at this time. Any change in Section 4.2 or Section 9.8 shall be subject to
ratification by the Association and the College. If a successor agreement to Section 4.2 has not
been reached by August 31, 2004,-then Section 4.2 of the 1992-1995 agreement will be in effect.
Existing unit members working less than .75 will not be affected by the new language. They will
not be considered to be less than part-time.
Full-time administrative personnel who are hereafter selected from among the members of the
bargaining unit may return to the bargaining unit if a position vacancy exists and, will on return
to the bargaining unit, have restored all bargaining unit rights and benefits as if he/she had not
left the unit, except for seniority and/or sabbatical leave eligibility which shall be the samc~as
when he/she left. "
Administrative personnel in the employ of the College, as of September 1, 1982, may enter the
bargaining unit if a position vacancye-xists and will, on entering the bargaining unit, retain
seniority and benefits accrued as of September 1, 1982 based upon his/her years of service
performing bargaining unit work for .5 or more of his/her full-time load.
The Association affirms that it does not assert the right to strike, nor to assist, nor to participate
in any strike, nor to impose an obligation to conduct, assist, or participate in any strike.
Membership in the Association shall not be a condition of employment; nor will the Employer
discriminate in hiring or promotional opportunities or otherwise because of an employee's
membership or lawful activities iri the Association or his/her refusal to join such organization or
participation in any such activities.
The Association shall certify to the College, in writing, the current annual dues of the
Association and provide the College with an Association approved voluntary dues deduction
authorization form. The Association shall give the College not less than thirty (30) calendar days
written notice prior to the effective dates of any change in either annual dues or the authorization"
form.
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4.7
4.8
4.9
The College agrees to deduct the annual dues of the Association from the salary of a bargaining
unit member who voluntarily authorizes the same, in writing, on fonns prescribed by the
Association. Such authorization shall be for the current academic year and may be revoked at
any time by the member, in writing. Deductions shall be equal to the annual or prorated dues of
the Association divided by the number of pay periods remaining in the academic year following
filing of the authorization. Dues shall be deducted over twenty-two (22) pay periods
commencing in September and concluding in June. The College shall, within ten (10) days
following each pay period in which dues deductions are made, transmit the amount so deducted
to the Association.
The Association shall be entitled to the benefit of the provisions of the "agency shop" legislation
enacted by the 1976-77 Legislature of the State of New York and as the same may hereafter be.
amended upon attainment of membership equal to seventy-five percent (75%) of the bargaining
unit employees and for such period as the Association maintains said percentage membership
and upon compliance with the tenns and provisions of said agency shop legislation. Percentage
detennination as above shall be as of September 15, 1989 and thereafter on each successive
September 15 during the Agreement tenn.
Association representatives shall have the right to transact Association business on College
premises at any reasonable time, provided same does not interfere with instruction or the work
obligation of any employee of the College.
4.10 The President of the Association shall be granted a three (3) credit hOilror clock hour equivalent
reduced load per semester. The College will make every reasonable effort to give the
Association President a teaching/work schedule which will maximize hislher availability for the
transaction of Association business.
Both parties will make every effort to have hearings, meetings and proceedings scheduled so as
to minimize disruption of classes.
4.11 There will be a bulletin board at a location agreed upon by the parties hereto, under the exclusive
control of the Association.
.4.12 In the event of the reorganization of the College, the College shall notify the President of the
Association of such intent not less than three (3) months prior to the effective date.
ARTICLE V - Past Practice
This Agreement supersedes all past practices relative to tenns and conditions of employment herein
contained. Practices, if any, relative to tenns and conditions of employment not herein' contained shall
continue. .
ARTICLE VI - Non-Discriminatorv Application
Tompkins Cortland Community College is committed to equal opportunity in employment, admission,
and treatment for all qualified individuals without regard to race, color, creed, national origin, sex, age,
marital status, disability, sexual orientation, veteran status, or any other basis as prohibited by federal or
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New York state law. Furthermore, applicants and members of this Association will not be discriJninated
against on the basis of political affiliation.
This policy relates to all action related to, but is not limited to, recruitment, employment, upgrading,
promotions, demotions, transfers, layoffs, terminations, training, and rates of pay and/or other forms of
compensation.
'
!\RTICLE VII - Appointments/Reappointments
Appointments. Appointments to positions covered by this Agreement shall be at the discretion of the
Trustees upon the recommendation of the President.
Types of Appointment:
Temporary Appointm'ent. A temporary appointment shall be an appointment to a-bargaining unit
posItion for a period not to exceed one (1) year renewable for one (1) additional year. The
services of employees on temporary appointments may be terminable at will by the President of
the College. 'An employee on temporary appointment who receives a term of continuing
appointment shall maintain his/her years of temporary appointment for the purposes of seniority,
sabbatical eligibility, as well as atl other rights and privileges of the contract.
7.1
Grant Appointment. A grant appointment shall be an appointment to a bargaining unit position
which has at least 25 percent funding from a grant (a source other than the College budget); it
may continue for the length of the grant and will automatically expire at the end of the grant. .
The reappointment or non-reappointment of a grant appointment shall be at the sole discn~tion of
the College. '
7.2
Notice of non-reappointment, or of intention not to recommend reappointment shall be given in
writing in accordance with the following standards:
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
Not later than three months in advance of its termination if the appointment is for less
than one academic year and more than six months. If an appointment is for less than six
months, notice will be given no later than the half way point of the appointment.
Not later than March 1 of the first academic year of service if the appointment expires at
the end of that year; or, if a one-year appointment terminates during, an academic year, at
least three months in advance of its termination.
Not later than December 15 of the second academic year of service if the appointnlent
expires at the end of that year; or, if an appointment terminates during an academic year,
at least six months in advance of its termination.
Not later than December 1 of the third academic year of service.
At least twelve (12) calendar months prior to the end of the appointment year for any year
thereafter. "
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7.5
7.6
7.7
7.8'
An employee on grant appointment who receives a term or continuing appointment shall
maintain his/her years of grant appointment for the purposes of seniority, sabbatical
eligibility, as well as all other rights and privileges of the contract.
7.3 Term Appointment. A term appointment shall be an appointment to a bargaining unit position
for a minimum period of one (1) year which shall automatically expire at the end of that period.
The reappointment or non-reappointment of a term appointment shall be at the sole discretion of
'the College. The granting of a fifth (5th) consecutive term appointment (prorated as to part-time
employees) constitutes the award of a continuing appointment. For employees hired on or after
August 22, 1995, the granting of a sixth (6th) consecutive term appointment (prorated as to part-
,
time employees) constitutes the a\yard of a continuing appointment.
Notice of non-reappointment, or of intention not to recommend reappointment shall be given in
writing in accordance with the following standards:
(a) Not later than March 1 of the first academic year of service if the appointment expires at
the end of that year; or, if a one-year appointment terminates during an academic year, at
least three months in advance of its termination.
(b) Not later than December 15 of the second academic year of service, if the appointment
expires at the end of that year; or if an initial extended appointment terminates during an
academic year, at least six months in advance of its termination.
(c) Not later than December 1 of the third academic year of service.
(d) At least twelve (12) calendar months prior to the end of the appointment year for any year
thereafter.
7.4 Continuing Appointment. A continuing app'ointment shall be an appointment to the bargaining
unit position which, once granted, shall not be affected by changes in rank or grade and which
shall continue until terminated in accordance with this Agreement.
Position Vacancies. Each bargaining unit position vacancy or newly created bargaining unit
position (other than a temporary position) shall be announced through the College media and
posted on the' Association bulletin board at the same time as such information is disseminated to
newspapers, periodicals, etc., intended to expeditiously assure wide geographic coverage and the.
reaching of a high percentage of qualified interested candidates including minorities and those
,physically handicapped.
'
The position announcements shall contain a job description, duties, responsibilities,
compensation and an outline of required and desired qualifications.
After a two-week posting period (one week during the period June 15 to September 1)
employees who have applied and who are qualified candidates shall be interviewed. During the
period from the first day after the end of the academic year through the day before the new
academic year employees shall be notified by mail of vacancies.
Preferential Candidate Status. Employees who apply and possess the qualifications and have
satisfactory evaluations in their current positions, will enjoy preferential candidate status
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7.10 (a)
(b)
(c)
(preferential candidate status means if all selection factors are judged equal by the President, the
current employee shall be appointed), consistent with applicable federal and state statutes
relative to non-discrimination and equal employment opportunity and in compliance ~ith the
College's Equal Employment Opportunity and Affirmative Action Program in effect at the time.
7.9 All applications shall be filed with, or forwarded to, the Human Resources Department.
Appointment to the position in question shall be made by the President.
. .
All materials submitted by an applicant who becomes an employee of the College shall
become the property of the College. .
The personnel file in the College Human Resources Department is the only official
personnel file of the College.
Employees who submit an application and supporting material for another position at the
College shall have those materials and other materials used in the selection process
placed in their existing College personnel file.
7.11 Employees shall be notifi~.dof non-bargaining unit vacancies and newly created positions in the
manner aboveprovided: .
ARTICLE VIII - Workin2 Conditions
8.2
8.3
8.4
8.1 The concept of academic freedom shall be fostered at Tompkins Cortland Community College in
accordance with the following statement adopted at the May 12, 1960 meeting of the State
University of New York Board of Trustees:
It is the policy of the Univ~rsity to maintain and encourage full freedom, within the Law, of
inquiry, teaching and research. In the exercise of this freedom, the faculty member may, without
limitation, discuss his (her) own subject in the classroom. He (she) may not, however, claim. as
his (her) right the privilege of discussing in his (her) classroom controversial matter which has
no relation to his (her)subject. In his (her) role as citizen and faculty member, he (she) has the
same freedom as other citizens. He (she) should be mindful, however, that in his (her)
extramural utterance he (she) has an obligation to indicate that he (she)is not an institutional
spokesman.
The regular appointment year for members of the bargaining unit with ten-month appointments
shall be one hundred and sixty five (165) working days, as assigned, inclusive of instruction,
examinations, advisement, committee work, recruitment (as appropriate) within the period: one
(1) week prior to the first day of classes in the Fall Semester and one (1) week after the last day
of classes in the Spring Semester.
The regular appointment year for members of the bargaining unit with twelve-month
. appointments shall be 261 working days within the period September 1 - August 31.
College classes shall be scheduled between eight (8) o'clock a.m. and ten (10) o'clock p.lTl.
Employees may be assign~d, within load, daily between eight (8) a.m. and ten (10) p.m., ]\1onday
through Friday. Effective September 1, 1984, employees teaching schedules shall not ex(;eed an
eight (8) hour span without the employee's consent.
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8.5 (a)
(b)
The work week for full-time librarians, counselors, technical specialists and learning
laboratory specialists with ten-month appointments is thirty-five (35) hours, exclusive of
a forty-five (45) minute meal period as close to the middle of the employee workday as
possible. For authoriz~d work in excess of thirty-five (35) hours, an employee shall have
the option of earning at his/her calculated hourly rate either compensatory time off or the
hourly rate in dollars.
The work week for full-time librarians, counselors, and technical specialists with
twelve-month appointments is thirty-seven and one-half (37.5) hours exclusive of a
forty-five minute meal period as close to the middle of the employee workday as
possible. For authorized work in excess of thirty-seven and one-half(37.5) hours, an
employee shaH have the option of earning at his/her calculated hourly rate either
compensatory time off or the hourly rate in dollars.
8.6 A counselor's load may include approximately twenty percent (20%) instruction.
8.7 The academic calendar shaH be determined by the College.
8.8 The College shall establish teaching assignments and schedules.
8.9 Basic Load FuH-Time Instructional'Emplovees
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
Thirty (30) CRE maximum per academic year, sixteel1 (16) CRE maximum per semester
exclusive of summer session for all instructional employees except LSRE and Nursing.
A credit-hour equivalent (CRE) is defined as one (1) CRE equals one (1) lecture hour,
and a .75 CRE is one (1) lab/studio activity hour.
Sponsorship and attendance at student activities shall be on a voluntary basis.
Employees may be assigned no more than three (3) preparations per semester. If an
employee voluntarily accepts a fourth (4th) preparation, he/she may elect to receive either
a reduced load for that semester or monetary compens"ation.
For purposes of determining reduced load or monetary compensation the following shall
prevail: .
(1) Preparations must occur simultaneously to invoke this provision unless the course
that creates a fourth preparation situation is a regular full-semester course that has
been altered into a reduced time frame (for example, a forty-five hour fifteen-week
course taught as a forty-five hour 7.5 week course), thereby causing the faculty
member to teach sequential courses and to exceed three preparations in the semester
as a whole.
(2) In the event of a fourth preparation requiring load reduction or monetary adjustment,
such adjustment shaH be based on the actual credit hour involvement, i.e. I-credit;
2-credits; 3-credits; or 4-credits.
.
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(e)
(f)
(g)
(h)
When a full load for an employee cannot be constituted from courses for which he/she is
qualified and an underload exists, an employee shall make up load hours through the
assignment of responsibilities not to exceed three (3) clock hours per CHE underload.
Nursing faculty load shall not exceed either thirty (30) annual CHE or thirty-one (31) to
thirty-three (33) annual instructional (clock) hours, whichever is less, of seminar, class
(lecture) and clinical instruction in NURS courses inclusive of all quarterly rotations. In
addition, all faculty shall participate in level and program meetings as assigned.
For the purpose of equating credit-hour equivalents (CHE) to the various internship
courses offered, weighting will be given to the number of students enrolled per faculty
mem,ber. The Human Services Internship will carry a 4-student-per-CHE ratio. An other
internships will carry a 5-student-per-CHE ratio. All internships will have a 1:1 CHE
.credit for any lecture involved with the supervision.
LSRE (Health and Recreation) instructional employees will be considered fully loaded on
the basis of thirteen (13)activity (2 lab) courses and two (2) three (3) credit hour health
and recreation courses per academic year.
(i) The College and the Faculty Association agree that any course that carries a credit hour
equivalent of 1.5 or more, and is submitted to the State of New York for funding, will
count as a credit hour equivalent course as specified in the collective bargaining
agreement. [Article 8.9 (a and b)]
The Association agrees that the submission of non-credit courses for state funding as
credit hour equivalent courses is an administrative decision.
The College agrees to inform Association members of such courses through College mail
during the year and by U.S. mail during the summer, as soon as t4e decision to offer the
course is final, in order to give first preference for instruction according to Article 8:12 of
the collective bargaining agreement.
8.10 Participation in the coordination of Associate Degree programs shall be voluntary. Individuals
who work on the coordination of Associate Degree programs shall receive such compensa.tion or
load reduction as may be mutually agreed upon by the College and the Association.
8.11 When unable to compile a full assignment within his/her discipline, and provided that no
adjuncts are being used and that no voluntary overload exists within his/her discipline,
employees, if qualified, may be assigned to other course areas and/or divisions.
8.12a Instruction of overload courses/sections is on a voluntary basis. The College has no obligation to
assign overload courses to employees volunteering for such courses. Interest in teaching a
specific overload course/section scheduled must be declared no later than five (5) days following
the first day of pre-registration for the fall and the spring. Interest in summer school
courses/sections must be declared no later than May 1st.
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If the employee selected course/section opens, the employee is obligated to' teach this
course/section or they waive their right to a preferred overload course/section for that semester.
If the course/section does not open, or becomes part of the employee's full time load, the
employee shall be given preference for an adjunct assigned course/section for which the
employeeis qualified to teach. If no adjunct assignedcourse/sectionfor which the employeeis
'
qualified to teach is available, the employee will have the right to bump the least senior
employee scheduled to teach an overload course/section for which the' employee is qualified.
Qualified full-time employees (as determined by the Associate Dean or Dean of Academic
Affairs) shall be provided their first preference for overload course/section on the basis of
seniority.
An employee may teach 12 CHEs of overload courses per academic year. Employees will be
limited to 12 CHEs during the summer session. This restriction may be waived by mutual
agreement by the College and the Association.
Voluntary overload assignments prior to 6:00 p.m. may be authorized, provided the employees
recommended for such assignments are caITYingfull teaching loads and the courses in question
could not otherwise be assigned to another employee qualified to teach the course(s) as part of
their regular teaching load.
When more than one qualified full-time employee requests the same course as voluntary
overload, seniority is determinative; when seniority is the same, rank is determinative. When
seniority and rank are equal, seniority in rank is determinative; assignment thereafter shall be on
a rotating basis.
8.12b Banked Overload Hours
Bargaining unit members who teach in excess of the basic load as specified in article 8.9 may
elect to bank the overload up to a maximum accumulation of eighteen (18) credits. Unit
members will notify the Human Resources Department of their intention to bank or redeem the
overload credits by completing the,Banked Overload Form. The banked overload credit hours
may be redeemed in the following manner:
1. Up to eight (8) banked credit hours per academic year may be used at the member's
discretion for a reduction in basic load as long as he/she has notified, in writing, the
appropriate Dean and the Human Resources Department of the intention to use the partially
banked hours. The notification must be made by April 20 for redemption in a fall semester
and by October 20 for redemption in a spring semester. (These dates also apply to requests
made under paragraphs 2 and 3.)
2. Unit members requesting to use more than eight (8) banked overload credit hours to reduce
hislher basic load an equivalent amount must submit a request to the appropriateDean and .
the Human Resources Office. The Dean will respond to the individual and copy the Human
Resources Department within one month of the request. In order to qualify for this
provision, a member must teach a minimum of three (3) credit hours.
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3. An approved request for a full semester leave requires the redemption of eighteen (18)
banked overload credits. Unit members requesting a semester leave will submit a request in
writing to the appropriate Dean with a copy to the Human Resources Department. The Dean
will respond to the individual and copy the Human Resources Department within one month
of the request.
4. Responding to requests for reduced load under paragraphs 2 or 3, the appropriate Dean will
consider the following criteria:
. the employee would otherwise be light loaded;
. the employee provides a mutually acceptable professional development plan;
. the employee temporarily requires a more flexible instructional load' for valid personal
reasons.
Advisement loads will not be affected by the use of up to eight (8) banked overload credits;
however, flexible options such as involvement in summer or intersession advisement may be
arranged if mutually acceptable.
At the end of each academic semester, the College will provide unit members who have
,banked hours a statement itemizing the credit hours banked.
8.12c High School Articulation
The Faculty AssoCiation and the College recognize th~ need to strengthen relationships with
faculty colleagues from area high schools. It is understood that this may include the offering of
credit courses, as well as other types of articulation agreements between regional high schools
and the College. The Commissioner of the State Education Department has in recent rulings
,endorsed these types of agreements. The following seeks to clarify the working relationship with
members of the Faculty Association and the College with respect to these articulation
agreements, specifically as to the effect on long-term security, bargaining unit members'
opportunity for overload courses, as well as the'
academic integrity of the agreements.
Long-term Security for Bargaining Unit Members
The impact on enrollment of the high school articulation agreements 'shall be monitored by the
Labor Management Committee. The College will provide the Association with copies of all
current and future agreements. Each semester, the number of agreements, the particular s1tudent
enrollment in each course, and the number of those students that actually enroll in Tompkins
Cortland Community College will be assessed to ascertain whether there is any potential for
negative impact on the numbers of courses/sections offered at the College. If the trends suggest
any negative impact on numbers of courses/ sections offered at the College, the College agrees to
limit the agreements in that course area so as to avoid any further negative impact.
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Overload
To assure that all faculty who desire overloads have the opportunity for such overload work, the
College agrees not to enter into any agreements with area high schools to offer credit-bearing
courses involving the high school faculty in any discipline for which there are not sufficient
existing opportunities for full-time base load as well as overloads for all bargaining unit
members qualified to teach in that respective discipline. Implementation of this aspect of
agreements could be accomplished by not finalizing agreements with the area high school until
after the advanced registration period when most loading and overloading situations could be
predicted.
Academic Integrity
Tompkins Cortland bargaining unit members in the subject area, discipline, and/or layoff unit of
the course offered through the agreements shall be offered compensation opportunities consistent
with the provisions of the existing Faculty Association Agreement for assisting in establishing
the high school articulation agreements, and/or monitoring, and/or evaluating the courses and
non-bargaining unit member instructors. Bargaining unit members within the subject area,
discipline, and/or layoff unit will be notified of the College's intent to develop. specific high
school articulation agreements in specific subject areas. In the event that Tompkins Cortland
faculty involved in the review of a course find that the course is not equivalent to the master
syllabus and discussions with high school faculty do not lead to a mutually satisfactory
modification, the course will not be offered. Criteria to be used in assessing such equivalence
include the qualifications of the high school faculty member teaching the course, the textbook
and related inst:fUctionalmaterials, and consistency with the master course syllabus. If a faculty
member recommends against offering a course for reasons not related to its equivalence to other
sections of the course offered by the College, the College reserves the right to seek and follow
the advice of those who will adhere to the above guidelines. Faculty will be paid for any work
performed regardless of whether or not tp.earrangements result in an actual course offering.
The assignment of the non-instructional high school activity shall be consistent with the
provisions for determining assignment of overload as described in section 8.12a.
Qualified full-time employees (as determined by the Dean of Academic Affairs) shall be
provided their first preference for high school course/articulation on the basis of seniority.
When more than one qualified full-time employ~e requests to become involved with the same
high school articulation arrangement as voluntary non-instructional activity, seniority is
determinative; when seniority is the same, rank is determinative. When seniority and rank are
equal, seniority in rank is determinative; assignment thereafter shall be on a rotating basis.
The Colleg~ agrees that the development of agreements with any agency which involves
teaching Tompkins Cortland Community College courses for credit, or which provides for the
granting of such credit ~hroughmeans other than classroom instruction, may not occur without
the full involvement of the appropriate faculty based on the terms detailed in this agreement.
It is understood that if discussions regarding any potential articulation agreements need to take
place during times that the faculty are not on contract that the College will inform the President
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of the Faculty Association and all appropriate faculty in the subject area, discipline, and/or layoff
uni1.
8.13 Employees must meet their classes as scheduled except as provided for in the following:
(a) A voluntary change in the time and/or location of a class meeting must have the prior
authorization of the Dean of Academic Affairs. If unable to obtain approval prior to the
class meeting, notice of the change shall be posted at the original location.
(b) A pennanent change in the master schedule must have the prior authorization of the Dean
of Academic Affairs.
8.14 Counselors will not be assigned as academic advisors without the approval of the Dean of .
Student Services. Other non-instructional employees will serve as advisors on a voluntary basis.
8.15 Empl~yees with instructional responsibilities shall file with the Dean of Academic Affairs, post
and maintain a schedule consisting of one (1) office hour per week for each 3 CHE scheduled for
student consultation and/or advisement. Office hours shall be held at reasonable times;
whenever possible scheduled hours shall be in close proximity to classes.
8.16 Each employee shall timely submit grade and attendance records as required.
8.17 Employees are expected to serve on College committees. Every effort shall be made to distribute
committee assignment and responsibility in as equitable a manner -aspossible consistent with
individual interests, aptitudes and abilities and with the needs of the College.
8.18 Administrators may teach courses at the College; however, such instruction shall not cause
tennination of unit employees. .
8.19 Teaching employees shall have the right to select their textbooks. The College shall infonn
employees of the order dates established by textbook publishers as soon as known by the
College.
8.20 Full-time instructional employees shall be assigned advisees not to exceed thirty-five (35).
The College will make every effort to equalize such assignment.
Where possible, advisees shall be from the instructor's discipline and/or one (1) other related
discipline.
8.21 No employee shall be required to perfonn any work under conditions which jeopardize his/her
health or safety. In the case of any emergency, the College shall give notice within a reasonable
period of time to the Association President and all affected employees as to any known or
suspected health and/or safety hazards.
8.22 Employees who choose to take a part-time administrative position may do so for four-tenths (.4)
or less of their load and retain all rights, benefits, and seniority hereunder. Administrative.
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8.23 (a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
8.24 (a)
assignments hereunder shall not be such as to place the individual so assigned in a conflict of
interest position.
(b)
When dealing with independent studies and proficiency examinations, the employee shall
receive the student-paid portion of the tuition for that course.
Conducting in-progress grades, independent studies, cooperative education and .
proficiency exams shall not have any impact on other loading issues.
Employees have the right to refuse added assignments such as in-progress grades,
independent studies, cooperative education and proficiency examinations.
An employee shall receive one hundred twenty-five ($125) for each cooperative
education 'student he/she supervises.
Employees may be required to work at off-campus locations as part of their regular load
provided that a full load cannot be constituted on campus. Employees whose regular load
includes off-campus assignments shall be reimbursed for travel at the rate provided
herein, measured from the campus to the off-campus location and return. In the event the
employee goes to the off-campus site directly from or returns directly to hislher home,
he/she will be reimbursed at the lesser of either the campus to site or home to site basis.
.
Except as the President may otherwise authorize, employees who work voluntary
overload at off-campus locations will not receive mileage.
8.25 Under normal circumstances, no substitute will be employed unless one week's equivalent of
consecutive classes has been missed. Qualified employees may on a voluntary basis be assigned
substitute duty and, if assigned, shall be compensated therefore, at their overload rate of pay'
prorated.
ARTICLE IX - Salaries and Economic Consideration
9.1 Every employee shall receive notification of their annual salary consistent herewith, setting forth
'hislher academic rank or title and salary.
,
.
At an employee's option, he/she shall be paid on either twenty-two (22) or twenty-six (26)
approximately equal installments. Dependent on the calendar, the twenty-six payment option
could change to a twenty-seven (27) payment option. Employees shall be notified if such a
change should occur.
9.2
9.3 Any Agreement between the College and any individual member of the bargaining unit
regarding the terms and conditions of their employment shall be expressly subject to this
Agreement. .
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9.4 Salary Ranges
The following constitutes salary ranges:
(A) Ten-Month Employees:
RANK/GRADE 2003-2004 2004-2005 2005-2006 2006-2007 2007-2008
I $20,908 - $31,361 $21,535 - $32,302 $21,966 - $32,948 $22,405 - $33,607 $23,077.. $34,616
II $24,597 - $36,896 $25,335 - $38,002 $25,842 - $38,763 $26,359 - $39,538 $27,150.. $40,724
III $28,938 - $43,407 $29,806 - $44,71 0 $30,402 - $45,604 $31,010 -$46,516 $31,940.. $47,911
IV $34,045 -$51,067 $35,066 - $52,599 $35,767 - $53,651 $36,483 - $54,724 $37,577.. $56,366
INSTRUCTOR $28,370 -$42,557 $29,221 -$43,833 $29,806 - $44,710 $30,402 - $45,604 $31,314.. $46,97~
ASST PROF $34,046 -$51,067 $35,067 -$52,599 $35,768 - $53,651 $36,484 -$54,724 $37,578.. $56,366
ASSOC PROF $40,854 .. $61,281 $42,080 -$63,119 $42,921 - $64,382 $43,780 -$65,669 $45,093.. $67,639
PROFESSOR $49,025 -$73,537 $50,496 -$75,743 $51,506 - $77,258 $52,536 - $78,803 $54,112.. $81,167
(B) Twelve-Month Employees:
RANK/GRADE 2003-2004 2004-2005 2005-2006 2006-2007 2007 -2008
I $25,090 - $37,634 $25,842 - $38,763 $26,359 - $39,538 $26,886 - $40,329 $27,693 ..$41,539
n $29,517 - $44,276 $30,402 ..$45,604 $31,010 - $46,516 $31,630- $47,446 $32,579 - $48,870
III $34,724 - $52,088 $35,766 - $53,651 $36,481 - $54,724 $37,211 - $55,818 $38,327.. $57,493
IV $40,854 - $61,281 $42,080 - $63,119 $42,921 - $64,382 $43,780 - $65,669 $45,093 -$67,639
INSTRUCTOR $34,045 - $51,067 $35,066 - $52,599 $35,767 - $53,651 $36,483 - $54,724 $37,577 -$56,366
ASST PROF $40,855 - $61,281 $42,081 - $63,119 ,$42,922 - $64,382 $43,781 - $65,669 $45,094 ..$67,639
ASSOC PROF $49,025 .. $73,537 $50,496 -$75,743 $51,506 - $77,258 $52,536 - $78,803 $54,112 -$81,167
PROFESSOR $58,829 - $88,244 $60,594 ~$90,892 $61,806 - $92,709 $63,042 - $94,564 $64,934 -$97,400
Salary ranges for twelve (12) month employees have been established independent of salary ranges for ten (10:
month employees. '
If a bargaining unit member's base salary remains below the minimum of the salary range for a rank after a
promotional stipend is added, then the member's base salary will be increased to the minimum of the salary
range for the rank. .
A bargaining unit member's base salary will not be allowed to exceed the maximum of the salary range for the
rank!grade with the exception of the Professor rank.
9.5 Employees, present and/or hereafter employed, shall be compensated at salary levels within the
foregoing ranges applicable to their respective rank or grade, pro rata as to part-time employees.
There are no specific steps.
9.6 Salary Increases
Salary increases for bargaining unit members shall be as follows:
(a) effective September 1,2003 members who held the following ranks/grades during the 2002-2003
academic year shall have the following amounts added to their base salary
.
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(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
Instructor/I
Assistant Professor/II
Associate Professor/ill
Professor/IV
1.75%
1.75%
1.75%
1.75%
Note: There is a range movement of 3%.
effective September 1, 2004 members who held the following ranks/grades during the 2003-2004
academic year shall have the following amounts added to their base salary
Instructor/I
Assistant Professor/II
Associate Professor/ill
Professor/IV
2.0% plus $250
2.0% plus $250
2.0% plus $250
2.0% plus $250
Note: There is a range movement of 3% -
effective September 1, 2005 members who held the following ranks/grades during the 2004-2005
acadehlic year shall have the following amounts added to their base salary
Instructor/I 2.5% plus $250
Assistant Professor/II 2.5% plus $250
Associate Professor/III 2.5% plus $250
Professor/IV 2.5% plus $250
Note: There is a range movement of2%.
effective September 1, 2006 members who held the following ranks/grades during the 2005-2006
academic year shall have the following amounts added to their base salary (2.5% salary increase
plus .25% from health insurance savings and $725 of fixed amount results from health insurance
savings) -
Instructor/I
Assistant Professor/II
Associate Professor/ill
Professor/IV .
2.75% plus $1,050
2.75% plus $1,050
2.75% plus $1,050
2.75% plus-$1,050
Note: There is a range movement of 2%.
effective September 1,2007, members who held the following ranks/grades during the 2006-
2007 academicyear shall have the followingamounts added to their base salary (3.25% salary
increase plus .25% from health insurance ~avings and $725 of the fixed amount from health
insurance savings) - .
Instructor/I
Assistant Professor/II
Associate Professor/ill
Professor/IV
3.5% plus $1,225
3.5% plus $1,225
3.5% plus $1,225
3.5% plus $1,225
Note: There is a range movement of 3%.
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The .25% and $725 will only added to the base of those unit members hired on or before August
1,2006. "
9.7 When it becomes necessary to contract services of employees covered by this Agreement, before
. or beyond the limits of the Agreement, said employeeswill be compensatedat a per diem rate of
1/165 (for IO-month employees) or 1/260 (for 12-month employees) of the minimum salary of
the employee's rank/grade.
Non-instructional members of the Association who are continuing to perform their regular full-
time duties qeyond the limits of the Contract will be compensated at their per diem rate.
9.8 Overload Salary Schedule
(a) Instructional Overload Adiustment (per credit hour)
TSIJLLSIJInstructor
TSIIILLSII/Asst. Prof.
TSIII/LLSllIJAssoc. Prof.
TSIV/LLSIV/Professor
TSIVILLSIV/Professor (8 or more years in rank)
515
550
595
650
700
(b) Non Credit Instructional Activity will be paid as a pro rata of the appropriate credit hour
overload rate based on the number of instructional hours.
(c) Non-instructional activity will be paid at the rate of 1/165th (for 10-month employees)
and 1I260th (for 12-month employees) of the minimum salary of the employee's
rank/grade. When 10 and 12-month employees are doing the same work, compensation
will be 1/165th of the minimum 10-month salary for the employee's rank/grade.
(d) The College reserves the right to pay additional compensation under special situations
where the College requires the employee's special skills and cr.edentials. Compensation
may be based on verified market conditions.
9.9 Upon promotion to a higher rank, a promoted member's base salary shall be increased as follows:
Assistant Professor/ll
" Associate Professor!III
Professor/IV
$ 500
$ 750
$1000
9.10 An employee authorized to use his/her motor vehicle to attend an approved function shall be
reimbursed at the federal rate then in effect for the round-trip distance, calculated via the Jnost
direct route from the campus to the destination, plus the distance necessarily accumulated while
attending the event, plus road and bridge tolls paid along the route. Meal allowances shall be
breakfast $6.00;"lunch $10.00; dinner $16.00; full days $32.00.
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9.11 Employees who wish to participate in the CFCU - Community Credit Union shall be allowed to
do so through paYroll deductions.
A Professor/IV who has at least five (5) years in rank and has consistently maintained excellence
in teaching/professional service, will be eligible for an award for Excellence. Awards become
effective upon selection by the President. Each contract year, five (5) awards may be granted
and $1000 will be added to the base pay of each recipient. A professor/IV will be eligible to
receive the award once every five (5) years.
9.12
ARTICLE X - Leaves of Absence
10.1 Sick Leave
A sick leave for full-time employees shall be earned and accrued at the rate of one (1) day per
month employed (ten or twelve) to a maximum of 180 working days (pro rata for part-time
employees). Consistent with Section 10.7.2 hereof, the Employerwill deduct, as needed, up to
two (2) days from each employee's sick leave accrual as the contribution to the sick leave bank.
10.2 Personal and Family Leave
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
An employee shall be allowed five (5) leave days per contract year for personal and
family business (pro rata as to.part-time employees).
Personal and family leave time must be reported to the supervisor. Whenever possible,
the employee will notify the supervisor twenty-four (24) hours in advance of the leave.
Personal and family leave days will not accrue, but if not used during the contract year
will accrue to the employee's annual sick leave.
All bargaining unit members are encouraged to attend the annual Retreat. Each
individual may choose a day within the subsequent 12 months to be exchanged for
attending the Retreat Day.
10.3 Bereavement Leave
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
Three (3) days of leave shall be allowed each contract year for full-time employees
(prorated for part-time employees) for the purpose of death in the family.
Bereavement leave must be reported to the supervisor.
Bereavement leave will not accrue.
Under unusual circumstances, the President may grant additional bereavement leave if so
requested by the employee.
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10.4 Leave Without Pay
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
(f)
(g)
(h)
The President may, in his/her discretion, grant a leave of absence without pay to a
maximum of one (1) year.' '
Requests shall be made in writing and be submitted to the President as far in advance of
the requested effective date of leave as possible.
Such leaves shall commence at the beginning of a semester whenever possible.
Upon return from such leave the' employee shall be restored to the position, which he/she
held prior to his/her leave, or a comparable position.
Time on unpaid leave shall neither c,ount as an interruption of, nor credit toward,
continuing appointment, promotion, seniority or other College service.
The period of unpaid leave shall not count toward sabbatical leave eligibility; however,
such leave shall not constitute an interruption of service.
Sick leave and personal leave shall not accrue during the period of unpaid leave.
An employee who is on authorized leave without pay, may continue his/her health
insurance and/or income protection coverage during the period his/her contribution is not
being deducted from his/her pay by remitting direct paYments covering both the employer
and'the employee's shares of the premium to the Budget & Finance Office at the College.
10.5 Familv Medical Leave'
The leave time in this contract shall not limit the obligations of the employer or the employee
under the provision of the Family Medical Leave Act of 1993 (FMLA).
Family Medical leave shall be granted to an eligible employee for a total of(12) wo"rkweeksof
unpaid leave during any 12-month period for the following purposes:
. .
a. the birth of a son or daughter of the employee and the care of such son or daughter; or
b. the placemen,t of a son or daughter with the employee for adoption or foster care; or
c. the care of a spouse, son, daughter, or parent of the employee who has a serious health
condition; or " ' '
d. serious health condition of the employee that makes the employee unable to perform the
essential functions of his or her position.
'
The employee must provide notice of his or her intent to take family and medical leave not less
than 30 days before the leave is to begin or as soon as is practicable.
The employee must provide medical certification for FMLA leave taken to care for an
employee's spouse, son, daughter or parent who has a serious health condition or for the serious
health condition of the employee. .
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The College shall maintain coverage for health insurance to an employee on FMLA pursuant to
this section for the duration of the 12-week period and under the conditions coverage would have
been provided if the employee had continued in employment for the duration of such leave.
Upon return from FMLA, the employee must be returned to the same position or to an equivalent
position with equivalent benefits, pay, status, and other terms and conditions of employment.
10.6 Sabbatical Leave
(c)
(d)
(e)
(a) Sabbatical leaves for professional development shall be made available to all employees
who meet the requirements set forth herein for professional improvement of the
individual, thereby increasing his/her value to the College, and thereby improving and
enriching its program.
(b) Sabbatical leaves shall be granted for planned travel, study, formal education, research,
writing, professional work experience, or other experiences of professional value directly
related to the professional development of the individual in terms of its use and value to
the College.
. Employeeswho have completedat least six (6) consecutiveyears of full-time service
(pro-rata for part-time), at Tompkins Cortland Community College, and who are assistant
professors/technical specialists II/learning lab specialist n or above, or who, if they have
had a sabbatical leave, have completed at least six (6) consecutive years of full-time,
(pro-rata for part-time), service from the date of return from their last sabbatical leave,
will be eligible for a sabbatical leave. In computing consecutive years of service for the
purpose of this section, periods of paid leave of absence shall be included; periods of
unpaid leave of absence shall not be included, but shall not be deemed an interruption in
the number of years of continuing service accumulated. (For example, employees who
are .8 FTE would need to complete 7.5 consecutive years before being eligible for a
sabbatical leave; a.5 FTE employee would need to complete 12 years.)
Sabbatical leaves may be granted for one year at one-half salary, which would have been
paid during the year of the sabbatical, or for one-half year at full salary (pro-rata for part-
time staff) for the year in which the sabbatical occurs. Employees on sabbatic.alleave
may accept fellowships, grants-in-aid, or earned income to assist in accomplishing the
purpose of their leaves. No more than five (5) employees are to be granted sabbatical
leave in each fiscal year. All fringe benefits excluding sick leave, personal leave and
family leave shall continue while the employee is on sabbatical leave.
Each application shall include a statement outlining:
. the purpose of the leave;
. the program to be followed while on leave;
. if the leave is for study, the name of the institution and the identity of the study and the
courses to be pursued and their relationship to the applicant's professional position;
. the specific educational objective(s) directly relating to the applicant's field of
endeavor. .
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(f)
(g)
(h)
(i)
(j)
(k)
(1)
(1) Applications for sabbatical leaves shall be submitted to the Human Resourc(:s
Administrator by October 1 of the academic year preceding the requested leave.
The Human Resources Administrator will provide the applicant with notification
acknowledging recejpt of the application. The chair of the Sabbatical Leave
Committee is responsible for obtaining the applications from the Human Resources
Administrator.
(2) The chair of the Sabbatical.Leave Committee will forward the Committee's
recommendations to the appropriate Dean by January 1. The Dean will forward the
committee recommendations together with hislher recommendations to the
President by January 15. The President will notify the applicant of the action of the
Trustees relative to hislher application by March 1.
The sabbatical applicants and the terms of their leaves shall be recommended by a
committee composed of three (3) elected represen~atives of the bargaining unit on
continuing contract and two (2) representatives appointed by the President. An applicant
may not be a member of the committee.
Sabbatical leave recipients remain employees of the College and their salary shall be
subject to the normal deductions for social security, income taxes, health insurance and
other deductions. Upon return from sabbatical leave the recipient will.be restored to the
position to which entitled (or a comparable position) at a salary equal to that he/she
would have received had he/she been in regular attendance at the College during the
period. of the sabbatical leave.
Within sixty (60) days after return from sabbatical leave, the recipient will submit to the
President, a written report including objectives achieved together with appropriate
records and data relative to such leave.
Following sabbatical leave the recipient is expected to return and complete one (1)year of
service. The College may require as a condition precedent to the granting of a sabbatical
leave the execution of instruments to secure the repaYment of salary received when on
sabbatical leave in the event of the willful failure of the recjpient.to return and.conlplete
such service.
Bargaining unit members electing to take a one semester or one-half year leave, as
appropriate, at full pay, (pro..rata for part-time staff) shall propose a period of time
coinciding asnearly as possible with a college semester. If an exception to this time
period is necessary, due to the content of sabbatical work, a special request describing
that concern shall be provided by the applicant with the application.
Excepting procedural compliance, matters relating to the granting or denying of
sabbatical leaves shall not be grievable or arbitrable hereunder.
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2003-2004 2004-2005 2005-2006 2006-2007 2007-2008
Labor Day Sept. 01, 2003 Sept. 06, 2004 Sept. OS,2005 Sept. 04, 2006 .Sept. 03,2007
Thanksgivipg Nov. 27, 2003 Nov. 25, 2004 Nov. 24, 2005 Nov. 23, 2006 Nov. 22, 2007
Friday after Thksg. Nov. 28, 2003 Nov. 26,2004 Nov. 25, 2005 Nov. 24, 2006 Nov. 23, 2007
Winter Holiday Dec. 25, 2003 Dec. 27, 2004 Dec. 26, 2005 Dec. 25, 2006 Dec. 24, 2007
Winter Holiday Dec. 26, 2003 Dec. 28, 2004 Dec. 27, 2005 Dec. 26, 2006 Dec. 25, 2007
Winter Holiday Dec. 29, 2003 Dec. 29,2004 'Dec. 28, 2005 Dec. 27,2006 Dec. 26, 2007
Winter Holiday Dec. 30, 2003 Dec. 30,2004 Dec. 29,2005
'
Dec. 28, 2006 Dec. 27, 2007
Winter Holiday Dec. 31, 2003 Dec. 31, 2004 Dec. 30,2005 Dec. 29, 2006 Dec. 28, 2007
Winter Holiday Jan. 02, 2004' Jan. 03, 2005 Jan. 02,2006 Jan. 02,2007 Dec. 31, 2007
New Year's Day Jan. 01, 2004 Jan. 01, 2007 Jan. 01,2008
M.L. King Day Jan. 19, 2004 Jan. 17,2005 Jan. 16, 2006 Jan. 15, 2007 Jan. 21,2008
Spring Day * * * * *
Memorial Day May 31,2004 May 30, 2005 May 29,2006 May 28, 2007 May 26, 2008
Independence Day July OS,2004 July 04, 2005 July 03, 2006 July 04, 2007 July 04, 2008
July 05, 2005 July 04, 2006
*Friday at.the end of Spring recess week
10.7 VacationIHolidav Leave
(a) A twelve-month employee, using the employee's anniversary date as the qualifying date,
will accrue vacation at the rate of 1.667 days per month (pro rata for part-time
employees) for a total of 20 days per year as vacation.
A twelve-month employee with more than five (5) years but less than ten (10) years of
service, using the employee's anniversary date as the qualifying date, will accrue vacation
at the rate of 1.75 days per month (pro rata for part-time employees) for a total of21 days
per year as vacation.
A twelve month employee with ten (10) years or more of service, using the employee's
anniversary date as the qualifying date, will accrue vacation at the rate of 1.83 days per
month (pro rata for part-time employees) for a total of22 days per year as vacation.
Days earned and not used shall accrue year to year to a maximum of thirty (30) work
days. Days earned over thirty, but not used, will be lost. On separation from.the College
an employee shall be compensated for accrued vacation leave at the employee's then level
of compensation, not to exceed thirty (30) days.
(b) All vacation time taken must be first requested of and approved by the immediate
supervIsor.
(c) Effective September 1, 2003, 'twelve-month employees shall be allowed the following
holidays: '
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d) A twelve-month employee shall be allowed two (loating holidays to be determined by the
employee,in consultation with the employee'ssupervisor. .
10.8 Association Sick Bank
(a) The intent of the Association sick bank shall be to assist and aid full- and part-time
employees who experience unusual circumstances that cause a need for sick leave beyond
that which they have earned and.accrued.
(b) The Association sick bank covering bargaining unit employees shall operate in the
following manner:
(1) Each twelve-month employee shall surrender to the bank as needed two (2) sick
leave days per contract year; all other employees shall surrender to the bank, as
needed, sick days on a pro rata basis. -
(2) The sick leave days surrendered by the employees shall accrue to a maximurn of
500 sick days. Surrender of sick days by employees shall cease upon reaching the
500 day bank limitation and resume at the discretion of the Association sic~ bank
executive committee.
(3) The 500 days previously accrued and contributed by the employees covered by this
Agreement shall be transferred in full to the Association sick bank.
(4) Requests for use of the sick bank reserve shall be,made to the Sick Bank Executive
Committee. Membership of the committee shall be the President of the Association
and the President of the College or their respective designees.
(5) Withdrawals from the.sick bank shall be granted in accordance with the following
procedures:
a. Written application shall be made by the employee or his/her designee using
the appropriate form provided by the Human Resources Department of
personnel services.
b. Professional evidence of need shall support the claim.
c. Limitations on employee withdrawals may be made at the discretion of the sick
bank executive committee up to a maximum of 130 working days or until the
emplQyee becomes eligible for the limited total disability plan~whichever is
earlier.
d. The decisions of the executive committee shall be neither grievable nor
arbitrable; however, if the Association sick bank executive committee is unable
to agree or make a decision the employee may request expedited 'arbitration
from the first available arbitrator drawn from a panel consisting of the
arbitrators in the Cornell School of Industrial and Labor Relations and
administered by the American Arbitration Association. The parties shaH be
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bound by the arbitrator's award and the costs thereof shall be shared equally by
the College and Association. The arbitrator shall render a bench decision
where possible, but in no event later than one (1) week after the close of the
hearing. The arbitrator shall be limited to granting no more than the number of
days which would otherwise have been awardable by the Executive
Committee, as specified in p.aragraph 10.7 (b) 5.c.
e. If the sick bank has less than five hundred (500) days, then one hundred
percent (100%) of the sick leave left by employees who terminate will accrue
to the sick ban1e Also, retiring employees who do not apply unused sick leave
to pay for health insurance (see Article 14.5) shall have their unused sick leave
remaining (if a balance remains after the up to $5,000 has been paid) added to .
the sick bank.
10.9 Notification - The College shall, each semester, advise (1) the Association President of the
Association sick bank account status; (2) each bargaining unit member of his/her leave status
and accumulations.
10.10 Jurv Dutv - An employee scheduled for jury duty shall be excused from his/her duties and
responsibilities for the period of such assignment without loss of payor benefits, less
compensation for jury service excluding all expenses.
ARTICLE XI - Evaluation
The following evaluation system is designed to contribute to the maintenance of satisfactory
professional service, to provide information to identify those who deserve special professional
recognition, to meet the need for verification of performance for those outside the institution, and to
offer feedback to individuals for their further professional development.
For purposes of evaluation, association members will be grouped into two categories: teaching faculty
including all whose primary responsibility is instruction; and non-teaching professionals, whose primary
responsibilities encompass other activities.
11.1 Teaching Faculty - Student Evaluations
The frequency and number of student evaluations will normally be tied to academic rank,
except in those cases in which either the College or the faculty member states the need for a
larger sample of student evaluations.
Rank Sections Evaluated
Instructor
.
Assistant Professor
Associate Professor
Professor
All
2 per semester
2 per year
2 per year
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11.2
11.3
11.4
11.5
At the ranks of Assistant Professor, Associate Professor and Professor, the faculty mernber
and the College (Dean of Academic Affairs) will each select one section to be evaluated
during the time period specified.
Teaching Faculty - Professional Observation Visit
This visit, made by the Dean of Academic Affairs or his designee, will occur on the following
schedule, once again using rank to determine frequency:
Rank Frequency
Instructor
Assistant Professor
Associate Professor
Professor
Each semester
Each year
Every other year
Every third year
Additional visits, at the discretion of the Dean of Academic Affairs, could occur if the Dean
feels it is necessary, based on student evaluations or concerns about a faculty member's.
performance. Beyond these circumstances, a professional observation will be made as part of
the promotion process. A faculty member may also request a visit in any semester.
Teaching Faculty - Annual Reports
To provide information about teaching activities and about professional activity outside the
classroom, the faculty member will submit a report to the Dean of Academic Affairs no later
than ten days after the cessation of the contract for the spring semester. Activities to be
. discussed in the report could include such pursuits as professional development,conunittee
participation, publication, presentations, community service, consulting work, parti.cipation in
professional organizations, and any other activity that would be part of one's professional life.
Such information would help the College to recognize those who have made special
contributions, to identify faculty as resources in special areas, and to assist the marketing and
public relations departments in highlighting the many tMents and achievements of the faculty.
Guidelines for preparing this annual report are attached. The Dean of Academic Affairs will
provide a written response to the annual report within thirty (30) days of its receipt.
Non-Teaching Professionals -Annual Objectives
Each non-teachingProfessional (hereafterreferred to as NTP) will engage in an individual or .
group dialogue with the supervisor to determine personal and departmental objectives for the
comIng year.
Non-Teaching Professionals - Annual Reports
No later than May 31, each NTP will submit to his or her supervisor a report on activities and
accomplishments for the year just ending. Guidelines for preparing this annual report are
attached. Activities to be discussed in the report could include such pursuits as professional
development, committee participation, publication, presentations, community service,
consulting work, participation in professional organizations, and any other activities that
would be part of one's professional life. Such information would help the College to
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recognize those who have made special contributions, to identify faculty as resources in
special areas, and to assist the marketing and public relations departments in highlighting the
many.talents and achievements of the faculty.
11.6 Non- Teaching Professionals -Recipient of Service Evaluation
Input will be sought from the NTP,'s clientele regarding his or her performance in accordance
with the chart below. This clientele will be determined by the supervisor and will include
those who receive direct or indirect services from the NTP; it may include students, faculty
and staff members. In consultation with the NTP, the supervisor will determine the meaJ}s
,
and format for seeking this input.
This evaluation will be conducted periodically, with the frequency determined by the NTP's
rank, as follows: " '
Rank
Instructor
Assistant Professor
Associate Professor
Professor
Frequency
Each semester
Once per year
Every other year
Every third year
11.7 Non-Teaching Professionals - Supervisor's Evaluation
Each NTP will be evaluated annually by his or her supervisor. This ev.aluation will take the
form of a written statement by the supervisor addressing the NTP's performance during the
period and suggestions for future actions. It will be given'to the NTP no later than August 31.
The supervisor will base this evaluation on the other measures described above [in 11.4, 11.5
and 11.6], direct observation of the NTP, and if applicable, periodic meetings with the NTP.
11.8 Professional Development
(a) The College shall make every reasonable effort to arrange employees' work schedules to
accommodate employees in approved professional development activities. .
(b) All employees shall be allowed release time to participate in approved professional
development activities scheduled by the College on campus and will be scheduled in such'
a way as to permit as many as possible to participate without disruption of routine
activities.
(c) Non-instructional employees who participate in approved professional development
activities which will benefit the college shall be granted release time for their
participation consistent with the fulfillment of their work obligation.
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Teaching Faculty -Annual Report
The purposes of this report are to provide the faculty 'member with the opportunity to reflect upon his or
her activities and accomplishments, to provide the College with information about them, and to provide
a focus for future development. While it is expected that the faculty member will address each of the
jour major categories of questions, the individua) questions should be viewed as guides for shaping the
report, not as the prescribed format. Provide specific evidence to support your statements.
J eaching:
1. What have been your most significant accomplishments this year as a teacher?
2. In what ways are you a better teacher than you were a year ago? What changes have you Jnade
in your teaching this year (e.g., methodology, materials, courses taught) and what is your
assessment of their effectiveness?
3 How has your students' learning improved as a result of taking your courses?
4. What are the emerging issues you see in your field(s) and what eff~ct do you believe they will have
on you, your teaching, and your students in the future?
'
5. Which colleague's teaching have you observed and who has observed your teaching? What have
you learned from these experiences?
Advisement
6. What actions have you taken to be an effective advisor?
Professional Development:
7. What have you done to increase your knowledge about your field(s) and about teaching?
8. Have you published, presented at a professional conference, or been active in any professional
organizations?
Service:
9. What has been the nature of your committee service and other contributions to the College this year?
10. Would you like to add information about your involvement in the community?
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Non-Teaching Professionals - Annual Report
The purposes of this report are to provide the non-teaching professional with the opportunity to reflect
upon his or her activities and accomplishments and to provide the College with information about them.
Provide specific evidence to support your statements. While it is expected that each non-teaching
professional will address each of the three major categories of questions, the individual questions should
be viewed as guides for shaping the report, not as the prescribed format.
Professional Functions:
I. . What have been your most significant accomplishments this year related to departmental
objectives?
2. In what ways are you a better professional than you'were a year ago? What changes have you
made in your professional functions and what is your assessment of their effectiveness?
3. How has your clientele benefited as a result of your activities?
4. What are the emerging issues you see in your field(s)? What effect do you believe they will have
on you in the future? What plans do you have for addressing these issues?
5. Have you had significant professional exchanges with colleagues (inside and/or outside the
College)? What have you learned from these experiences? Describe noteworthy interactions
with outside agencies.
6. How have you fostered better communication with clientele, peers, supervisors and others?
Professional Development:
7. What have you done to increase your knowledge about your field(s)?' What have you done to
increase your knowledge about education and learning?
8. Have you published and/or presented at a professional conference or been active in any
professional organizations?
9. Are there areas in your professional performance that you feel could become the focus for further
professional development?
Service:
10. What has been the nature of your committee service and other contributions to the College this
year?
11. Would you like to add information about your involvement in the community?
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ARTICLE XII -Professional Growth
12.1 It is hereby understood that the College and the Faculty Association agree that one's professional
growth is necessary in assisting people to meet the changing needs of society and, more
importantly, the needs of our students.
To support and encourage investment in one's professional growth, any employee who receives
an additional academic degree other than the minimum academic degree required at hire, shall
receive $1000 for a bachelor's or master's degree and $2000 for a doctorate degree. This amount
will be added to their base salary upon successful completion of that degree. This amount will
be added at the beginning of the subsequent contract year. The degree earned must be one that is
mutually agreed upon by the College and the unit member.
ARTICLE XIII - Promotion
13.1 Promotions shall be at the sole discretion of the College consistent with the procedures herein.
13.2 Procedures for Promotions
(a) Any employee wishing to have his/her name submitted for promotion purposes may
request consideration for promotion from his/her supervisor. The supervisor shall
transmit this request, with his/her comment, to the appropriate Dean with copy to the
employee.
(b) Each supervisor will transmit to the appropriate Dean, the names of those individuals
within his/her department whom he/she wishes to recommend for promotion.
(c) An employee who requests promotion, but who does not receive a recommendation for
promotion from his/her supervisor and/or appropriate Dean, shall have the oppommity to
confer with his/her immedi~te supervisor and/or the appropriate Dean, to discuss reasons
for non-recommendation and shall, upon request, receive a written statement outlining
the reasons for this non-recommendation.
13.3 Before being considered for promotion the length of time in current rank shall be:
Instructor/Leamlng Lab Specialist and Technical Specialists I, a maximum of four (4) yeaIs;
Assistant/Leaming Lab Specialists and Technical Specialists ll, a minimum of three (3) years;
Associate/Leaming Lab Specialists and Technical Specialists ill, a minimum of four (4) years.
13.4 After reviewing the list of candidates, the President will submit his/her recommendations to the
Board of Trustees. All candidates for promotion shall be advised of Board action within fifteen
(15) days of the Board meeting~
13.5 Any instructor granted a continuing appointment shall automatically be promoted to the rank of
assistant professor.
13.6 Any technical specialist or leaming lab specialist I granted a continuing appointment shall
automatically be promoted to the rank of technical specialist or learning lab specialist ll.
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ARTICLE XIV - Insurance/Retirement
14.1 Health/Dental Insurance
(c)
(d)
(a) The Employer shall maintain for the duration of this Agreement, health insurance with
benefit levels substantially equivalent to those now in effect for bargaining unit
employees hereinafter described. In the event the Employer changes insurance carriers or
becomes a self insurer, the Association shall be notified not less than thirty (30) days in
advance thereof and shall be advised"of the terms of transition and be provided an
opportunityto formallycommentthereon.
"
(b) Effective September 1, 2003, unit members will pay for 16% of health insurance
premiums for both individual and family coverage. This percentage will become 17%
effective September 1, 2004, 18% effective September 1, 2005, 19% effective September
1, 2006, and 200/0effective September 1, 2007. Notwithstanding however, unit members
hired on or after August 1, 2003 will pay 20% of the health insurance premiums for
individual and family coverage.
Prescription Co-Pay under the Excellus/BC/BS Traditional/Indemnity Plan
Effective September 1, 2003, all current unit members will pay $5 for generic
prescriptions and $10 for brand prescriptions. Effective September 1, 2005, unit
members will pay $5 for generic prescriptions, $10 for brand prescriptions, and $25 for
non~formulary prescriptions. Members hired after August 1; 2003 will pay $5 for generic
prescriptions, $10 for brand prescriptions, and $25 for non-formulary prescriptions.
"Employee" as used in this section, shall be one with a minimum appointment of four (4)
months who earns at least five thousand (5000) dollars annually or who works a regularly
scheduled week of at least thirty (30) hours.
A group basic dental insurance program (Blue Shield) is available through paYroll
deduction. The Employee contributes the full cost of the premium for either the
. individual or family plan.
"14.2 Life Insurance
The Employet will contribute $4.50/month toward the premium cost of TIAA-CREF group life
insurance for participating employees.
14.3 Income Protection (Long-term Disability Program)
The Employer will contribute$8.50/month toward the premium of the existing
College-sponsored income protection plan.
14.4 Retirement
(a) Full-time employees have the option of joining one of three retirement systems:
(1) New York State Employees' Retirement System
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(b)
(2)
(3)
New York State Teachers' Retirement System
OptionalRetirementProgram (ORP) - After a 366 day waiting period, the ORP
allows employees the choice of one of the following funding vehicles (full-time
employees only):
a. Teachers' Insurance and Annuity Association and College Retirement
Equities Fund (TIAA-CREF)
ING Life Insurance and Annuity Company
Metropolitan Life and Affiliated Companies
The Variable Annuity Life Insurance Company (VALIC)
b.
c.
d.
Employees have thirty (30) days to designate one of the three retirement systems. The
.
employeeautomaticallybecomes a member of the New York State Teachers'Retirement
System if no other decision is communicated to the Human Resources Department within
thirty (30) days of employment. -
(c) After joining one of the three approved retirement systems, an employee cannot change
to another system.
(d) The Employer pays the total contribution to retirement for employees hired before July 1,
1976 and/or those hereafter employed who were members of one of the three approved
systems prior to that date. Employees hired after that date contribute three (3) percent of
their salary to the plan.
(e) The Employer will contribute toward the retirement plan of a part-time employee who.
elects, pursuant to 14.4a, to join one of the above plans or who is already a member 'of
one of the three approved systems.
14.5 Retirement Health Insurance Payment Options.
If the retiree satisfies the requirement(s) of his/her plan for continuance of benefits upon
retirement or-death, the College will pay the percentage of health insurance premiums required
by the College Plan in effect at the time of retirement. The remainder of health insurance
premiums on the plan in force at the time of retirement will be paid from a fund, not to exceed
$5,000, to be established with accumulated sick leave days as converted to dollars at the
employee's daily rate of pay at the time of retirement.
Upon the death of the retiree, the College will continue to pay the percentage of health insurance
premiums required by the Plan for the surviving spouse/designated partner of the retiree on the
plan in effect at the time of death of the retiree. The retiree shall be given a complete statement
of credits and costs before the decision on options is required. The employee shall receive an
accounting of his/her fund by September 30 of each year. There shall be no monetary payment
to retirees who choose not to participate in the College retirement health insurance.
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14.6 Voluntarv Separation
(a) Eligibility
Employees at least 55 years of age with at least.ten (10) years of full-time service (or
equivalent) with the College shall be eligible for voluntary separation. An irrevocable
notice of intent to exercise this option must be submitted in writing to the President by
February 1 to be effective on the following September 1 of each year.
(b) Amount of Payment
A voluntary separation incentive equal to fifty (50) percent of the employee's salary as
stated in salary notification received by each employee in the year that voluntary
separation is requested shall be granted.
- Age shall be determined as of January 1 of the year that voluntary separation is requested.
(c) Special Incentive
(1) An employee who will be 55 years of age and have at least ten (10) years of full-
time service (or equivalent) by July 1, 2006, will be eligible to receive a special
incentive. Employees who desire to take advantage of the special incentive must
give an irrevocable notice to the President of the College by February 6, 2004.
The voluntary separation from the College will occur no earlier than the end of
the Spring 2004 semester and no later than July 1, 2006.
(2) Employees will receive a voluntary separation incentive equal to seventy (70)
percerit of the employee's base salary at the time of retirement. Employees
currently working less than the 1.0 FTE contract they were hired under can use
the 1.0 FTE base salary as the figure for computing retirement incentives, so long
as the employee's change in status from full-time to part-time occurred within five
(5) years of giving notice to retire early.
_ (3) Employees who take advantage of this special incentive will also be able to
establish a health insurance fund with accumulated sick leave days, as converted
to dollars at the employee's daily rate of pay at the time of retirement, to a
maximum of $15,000. The retiree shall be given a complete statement of credits
and costs before the decision on options is required. Upon the death of the
separated employee, the College will continue to pay the percentage of health
insurance premiums for the surviving spouse/designated partner based on the plan
in effect at the time of the death of the separated employee. The employee shall
receive an accounting of his/her fund by September 3q of each year.'There shall
be no monetary paYment to retirees who choose not to use the fund for health
.
'Insurance expenses.
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(d) Payment Options
Upon choosing voluntary separation the employee shall be entitled to an incentive
payment as determined above. Written notification of how the employee woulq like to
receive his/her payment must be received by the Human Resources Department at:least
thirty (30) days prior to when the payment is desired. The amount of money indicated by
that payment may be paid to the employee (at his/her option) according to one of the
following alternatives:
(1) One (1) or two (2) payment(s) at time(s) designated by the employee in the fiscal
year following the voluntary separation.
OR
(2) One (1) to four (4) payment(s) at time(s) designated by the employee over a
period not to exceed two (2) fiscal years following the voluntary separation.
OR
(3) Upon approval of the Dean of Academic Affairs, members may teach a reduced
load during their final year of service, with a corresponding reduction in salary.
In such cases, if the faculty member and the College agree, a portion of the
member's voluntary separation incentive may be paid during the final year of
servIce.
ARTICLE XV - Reduction in Staff - Dismissal
15.1 Upon determination by the C9llege of a need to reduce staff, affected employees shall be given
written notice in accordance with the following:
(a) Not later than March 1 of the first academic year of service if the appointment expires at
the end of that year; or if a one-year appointment terminates during an academic year, at
least three months in advance of its termination.
(b) Not later than December 15 of the second academic year of service if the appointment
expires at the end of that year; or if an initial extended appointment terminates during an
academic year, at least six months in advance of its termination.
(c) Not later than December 1 of the third academic year of service.
(d) At least twelve (12) calendar months prior to the end of the appointment year for ,my year
thereafter.
15.2 The President shall consult with the affected employee to explore possible alternative courses of
action such as, but not limited to, retraining, inclusion of summer courses t"ocomplete loading,
and' filling a vacancy in the College.
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(a) Retraining
An employee identified by the President for layoff will consult with the appropriate Dean
or hislher designee at least twelve months prior to reassignment to develop an acceptable
training plan. The resulting plan will be reviewed within thirty days of submittal and
must be approved by the employee and the appropriate Dean. The training plan may
include, but not be limited to, the following elements:
(1) Use of tuition reimbursement funds or other state or federal funds which may
become available for training purposes and/or
(2) Release time up to the equivalent of 20 percent of the employee's normal
workload for up to two academic years and/or
(3)
(4)
Priority for sabbatical leave, as long as the employee has not had a sabbatical
leave within the last four years, and/or
Noncompensated leave of absence for training purposes for a period up to two
years. During such noncompensated leave, the College will continue the same
health benefits program.
(b) Voluntarv Retirement in Lieu of Lavoff
When a layoff unit includes two or more employees and is identified for layoff, a senior
member eligible under the provisions of Section 13.5 may take voluntary retirement to
avoid the need for layoff of a less senior member. In the case of two or more such
eligible employees, the most senior has right of first refusal.
An employee electing voluntary retirement shall receive 100 percent of the separation
incentive as defined in Section 14.6.
(c) Involuntary Separation
An employee identified for layoff, and not eligible for retraining or early retirement, shall.
have .a 20 percent reduction in base load for hislher final year of employment.
15.3 The order of layoff shall be: temporary employees, part-time employees, full-time employees,
part-time employees on continuing appointment, and lastly, full-time employees on continuing
appointment. Employees within these appointment categories shall be laid off in inverse order of
seniority within a layoff unit. If seniority within the layoff unit is the same, rank is
determinative. If seniority and rank are equal, seniority in rank is determinative.
(a) Seniority
Seniority in a layoff unit shall be granted for each year, or part thereof, during which the
employee actually taught courses or served in a layoff unit for at least twelve (12) credits
or nine (9) credits in two or more different courses within a layoff unit.
Non-Instructional employees shall be granted seniority in a layoff unit in which the
employee performed at least 40 percent of hislher work load. Seniority in a layoff unit
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(b)
shall continue to accrue each year after an employee's load falls below the required
minimum as described above. The maximum number of years of seniority that an
employee can accumulate in a layoff unit while not working in that unit shall not (~xceed
the number of years the employee has accumulated in that layoff unit while actually
working in that unit.
Each year, an employee may accumulate seniority in up to two layoff units. However,
the employee will continue to accumulate seniority in other layoff units in which he/she
previously worked as described above. If an employee 'is unable to accumulate a year's
seniority in any layoff unit because of the nature of hislher load, he/she shall accumulate
a year's seniority in the layoff unit in which the largest percentage of the load falls.
Calculation of seniority fot part-time employees shall be pro rata for the criteria
described above and for accumulation within a layoff unit.
Employees will be granted actual seniority during a sabbatical leave in the unit(s) in
which they taught or served immediately prior to the sabbatical leave.
(c) Procedure - When a bargaining unit member is identified for layoff, he/she shall be
permitted to exercise hislher seniority rights in a layoff unit within which he/she has,
seniority. This shall be accomplished by bumping the least senior member of that layoff
unit. An employee may exercise seniority rights in the two layoff units in which the
employee has hislher greatest seniority.
(d) LavoffUnits
(1) Hotel and Restaurant Management
Travel and Tourism
(2) Alcohol and Drug Addiction Counseling
Chemical Dependency Counseling
, Criminal Justice
Early Childhood
Human Services
(3) Accounting
Business Administration
International Business
Labor Studies
Retail Business Management
Sport Management
(4)
(5)
Learning Lab Specialist - AccountinglBusiness
Computer Applications
Computer ,Forensic
Computer Information Systems
Information Resource Management
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(7)
(8)
(9)
(10)
Office Management
Information/W ord Processing
Learning Lab Specialist
Construction TechDology
Drafting
Engineering Science
Mechanical Technology
Electrical Technology
Computer Science
Mathematics
(11) Learning,Lab Specialist - Math
(12) Astronomy
Aviation Science
Biology
Chemistry
Environmental Studies
Geology
Physics
(13) Technical Specialist - Science Lab
(14) Nursing
(15) Learning Lab Specialist -Nursing
(16)
(17)
(18)
Economics
Geography
History
Political Science
Anthropology
Education
International Education
Psychology
Social Science
Sociology
Women's Studies
Fitness
Health
Lifetime Sports and Recreation Education
Recreation
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(19) Art
Computer Graphics
Graphic Design
(20) English
English for Speakers of Other Languages
Philosophy
(21) Learning Lab Specialist - Writing
(22) Reading
(23) Learning Lab Specialist - Reading
(24) Paralegal
(25) Foreign Languages
(26) Academic Success
Advertising and Communication
Communication
Communication and Media Arts
Humanities
Interdisciplinary
(27) Music
(28) Instructional Software Specialist
Library
Media Specialist
(29) Media Services
(30) Media Engineering
(31) Graphics Production
(32) Counselors
Placement/Transfer Counselors
Psychological Education
. (33) PACE
(34) Computer Learning Lab Specialist
(35) Coordinator of Learning Assistance Services
(36) Coordinator of Multicultural Services
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Employees with continuing appointments who are laid off shaH, for the period of two (2)
academic years foHowing layoff, have a right to be recalled to the position occupied prior to
layoff or a position for which the employee is qualified. Recall shall be in inverse order of
layoff. Notice of recall shall be in writing, forwarded by registered or certified mail addressed to
the last address filed in the Human Resources Department of the College by the employee. If the
employee fails to respond, in writing, within three (3) weeks of receipt of notice of recall
indicating acceptance thereof [or within four (4) weeks of mailing thereof] the employee shall be
deemed to have refused recall and the College shaHhave no further obligation to him/her. Upon
recall from layoff, an employee will pave restored all rights and privileges accumulated prior to
layoff.
15.4
15.5 Before an employee on continuing appoi~tment is laid off he/she shall be offered appointment to
any existing vacancy or newly created position for which he/she is qualified.
15.6 During the remaining period of employment employees receiving layoff will be provided with
the following:
(a) Counseling as to unemployment benefits and other financial assistance available through
local, state and federal agencies.
(b) . Job opportunities available.
(c)
(d)
Resume writing and reproduction.
Use of institutional facility/equipment to facilitate the job search.
15.7 Matters relating to reduction of staff (layoff) shall not be grievable or arbitrable except in issues
involving a claim of seniority, benefits and/or procedures.
15.8 Dismissal/Discipline
(a)
(b)
(c)
Dismissal or discipline of an employee shall be for just cause; shaH be subject to the
grievance procedure provided herein, and may be initiated at Stage 3 within ten (10)
work days of the receipt of written notice of discipline or dismissal.
In the processing of a grievance for dismissal or discipline, the burden of proof shall be
upon ,the College. Within five (5) work days of the notice of dismissal/disciplinary action
and at least ten (10) work days ~efore the hearing at Stage 3, the College shall present
detailed written charges to the dismissed/disciplined employee.
An employee may be suspended without pay for a period not to exceed thirty (30)
calendar days pending the disposition of a grievance. Absent a grievance, discipline shall
be limited to a thirty (30) calendar day suspension.
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ARTICLE XVI - Grievance Procedure
Grievance Procedure
Declaration of Purpose
The purpose of this procedure is to secure, at the lowest possible administrative level, equitable
solutions to alleged grievances of the professional staff within the bargaining unit through procedures
under wruch they may present grievances free from coercion, interference, restraint, discrimination, or
reprisal.
1.0 Definitions
1.1 Grievance is a claim by any person or group of persons within the bargaining unit or the
Association based upon any claimed violation~misinterpretation, misapplication, or
inequitable application of the tenns or provisions of this Agreement.
1.2 Supervisor shall mean any department chairperson, immediate supervisor, or other
administrative or supervisory officer responsible for the area in which an alleged
. .gnevance anses.
1.3 President is the President of the College.
1.4 Association shall mean Tompkins Cortland Community College Faculty Association.
1.5 Aggrieved Party shall mean any person or group of persons within the bargaining unit or
AssoCiation.
1.6 Human Resources Administrator shall mean the person directly responsible for
administering the Human Resources Department.
1.7 Party in Interest shall mean any party named in a grievance who is not the aggrieved
party.
1.8 Hearing Officer shall mean any individual charged with the duty of rendering decisions at
any stage (including Stage 4 below, where the Hearing Officer is the Arbitrator) on
grievances' hereunder.
1.9 Dav shall mean working days under this Agreement, excluding Saturdays, Sundays, and
Holidays.
1.10 Deadline Date shall mean where deadline dates are used in the contract and the date falls
on a Saturday, Sunday, or a holiday the action must be completed on the last work day
prior to the deadline date.
2.0
.
Procedures
2.1 All grievances shall include the name and position of the aggrieved party; the
provision(s) of this Agreement alleged to be violated; the date of and the alleged act or
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2.2
2.3
2.4
2.5
2.6
2.7
2.8
2.9
omission constituting the grievance; the date of filing; and a general statement of the
nature of the grievance and the redress sought by the aggrieved party.
Except for informal decisions at Stage 1 (a) all decisions shall be rendered in writing at
each step of the grievance procedure, setting forth findings of fact, conclusions, and
supporting reaso~s therefore. Each decision shall be timely transmitted to the aggrieved
party and the Association.
The preparation and processing of grievances, insofar as practicable, shall be conducted
during the hours of emploYment. All reasonable effort will be made to avoid interruption
of classroom activity and to avoid involvement of students in any phase of the grievance
procedure.
The parties agree to facilitate any investigation which may be required and to make
available such relevant documents, communications and records concerning the alleged
grievance as may be requested by the grievant or hislher duly authorized representative.
An aggrievedparty and any party-in-interestshall have the right at all stagesof a ,
grievance to confront and cross-examine all witnesses called against him/her, to testify
and to call witnesses on hislher own behalf.
Any grievant has the right to have a representative(s) ofhislher choice present at all
stages of this grievance procedure excluding representatives of competing labor
organizations.
No interference, coercion, restraint, discrimination, or reprisal of any kind at any time
will be taken by any party hereto against the aggrieved party, and party-in-interest, any
representative, or any other participant in the grievance procedure or any other person by
reason of such grievance or part,icipation therein.
Forms for filing grievances will be provided by the College.
Nothing contained herein will be construed as limiting the right of the aggrieved to
discuss the matter informally with any appropriate member of the administration and
having the grievance informally adjusted provided the adjustment is not inconsistent with
the terms of this Agreement, and the Association has been given an opportunity to be
present at such adjustment and,to state its view on the grievance. In the event that any
grievance is adjusted without formal determination, pursuant to this procedure, while
such adjustment shall be binding upon the aggrieved party and shall, in all respects, be
final, said adjustment shall not create a precedent or ruling binding in future proceedings.
3.0 Time Limits
3.1
3.2
The time limits specified for either party may be extended only by mutual agreement.
No written grievance will be entertained, and such grievance will be deemed waived
unless written grievance is forwarded at the first available stage within forty (40) days
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3.3
3.4
after the aggrieved knew or should reasonably have known of the act or condition on
which the' grievance is based.
If a decision at one stage is not appealed to the next stage of the procedure within the
time limits specified, the grievance will be deemed to be abandoned and further appeal
under this Agreement shall be barred.
Failure at any stage of the grievance procedure to communicate a decision to the
aggrieved party, his/her representatives, and the Association within the specified time
limit shall permit the lodging of an appeal at the next stage of the procedure within the
time which would have been allotted had the decision been communicated by the final
day.
4.0 Stages of Grievance Procedure
Stage 1:
The aggrieved party will discuss his/her grievance with his/her supervisor, with the
objective of resolving the matter informally.
Stage 2:
4.1
4.2
Stage 3:
4.3
4.4
4.5
Stage 4:
4.6
If the grievance is not resolved informally, it shall be reduced to writing and presented to
the Human Resources Administrator. Within ten (10) days after the written grievance is
presented to the Human Resources Administrator, a decision shall be rendered thereon, in
writing, and presented to the aggrieved party and the Association.
If the aggrieved is not satisfied with the written decision at the conclusion of Stage 2 and
wishes to proceed further, he/she shall, within ten (10) days, file a written appeal of the
decision with the President, submitting copies of the decision with the appeal.
Within ten (10) days after receipt of the appeal, the President or a duly authorized
representative shall hold a hearing with the aggrieved and/or his/her representative and all
other parti es-in-interest.
The President or a designated representative shall render a decision in writing to the
aggrieved, and the aggrieved's .representative within ten (10) days after the conclusion of
the hearing.
If the Association is not satisfied with the decision at Stage 3 and wishes to proceed
further the Association may, within ten (10) days of receipt of the decision of Stage 3,
submit the matter to arbitration by written submission to the American Arbitration
Association with copy to the Human Resources Administrator. The parties will be bound
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by the Voluntary Arbitration Rules and Procedures of the American Arbitration
Association in the selection of an arbitrator in the hearing and all matters related thereto.
4.7 The Arbitrator's decision will be in writing and will set forth his/her findings of fact,
reasoning, and conclusions.
4.8 The Arbitrator shall have no power or authority to add to, subtract from or modify the
express provisions of this Agreement or to make any decision which requires the
commission of an act prohibited by law.
4.9 The decision of the Arbitrator shall be final and binding upon all parties.
4.10 All costs for the services of the arbitrator, including expenses, if any, will be borne
equally by the College and the Association.
ARTICLE XVII - Miscellaneous
17.1 Tuition Waiver
Tuition for all courses offered by Tompkins Cortland Community College will be waived for all
employees (full-time and part-time) and their immediate families (spouse/designated partner and
children). Only persons employed by the College for more than one (1) year shall be eligible.
Registration shall take place by the first day of classes.
17.2 Health Insurance Payment for Non-Use
Any employee who has not enrolled in the health insurance plan shall receive a payment
according to the following table after each 12 consecutive month period, upon written
notification and proof that they have health insurance coverage elsewhere.
Health Insurance Rebate
Number Not Participating
11 or less.
12 to 13
14 to 15
16 to 17
18 to 19
20+
Rebate Per Member
$400
$600
$700
$800
$900
$1,000
An informational sheet and counseling will be available for all who elect not to enroll in health
insurance. The waiting period to later enroll in the health insurance plan will clearly be
specified. Full coverage is insured if an employee later elects to enroll in the health insurance
plan. Any employee is eligible for the rebate upon submission of a health insurance waiver
form. Appropriate forms will be available at the Office of Human Resources.
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] 7.3 The College will provide a copy of the collective bargaining agreement to each bargaining unit
member now or hereafter employed. Evaluation forms, while a part of the contract, will not be
included in the distributed copy, but will be available in the Human Resources Department and
the Library.
17.4 Physical examinations which may be required subsequent to emploYment shall be conducted by
a specialist agreeable to the College and Association and be paid for by the College.
17.5 The Association and the College agree there will be no smoking in the building contingent upon
agreement by other employee groups and the Board of Trustees.
17.6 Employees shall comply with the College regulations and shall support College efforts to
achieve compliance therewith.
17.7 The College will make a reasonable effort to make support services available to employees.
17.8 Employees shall be required to notify their supervisors of their absences and the reason
therefore.
17.9 EmploYment at the College shall be considered the basic emploYment of all full-time bargaining
unit members and each shall limit such other outside activities so as not to impair his/her
educational effectiveness.
17.10 Individual personnel files shall be deemed confidential insofar as such practice is consistent with
applicable laws. A bargaining unit member shall have the right to review hislher own personnel
file (excluding confidential, pre-emploYment references), at any reasonable time, upon written
request made to the Human Resources Administrator and to provide written comment as to any
material therein contained. Said review shall take place in the Human Resources Departm.ent, or
in any alternative location designated by the President, during the nopnal business hours of the
College. A representative of the bargaining unit member's own choosing may accompany
himlher.
17.11 Materials appropriate for coPYrightand all patentable inventions produced by employees
utilizing College time and/or resources shall belong to the College. The College shall make
application for all copYrights or patents thereon within six (6) months of the completion or final
revision of the work. Failure to do so will waive the College's rights to such coPYright or patent
and all rights to coPYrightor patent the material shall revert to the originators.
Prior to commencement of activities to develop materials, which may subsequently be
copYrighted or patented, the employee will transmit a statement to the President of the College
describing in detail the intent and the specifics of the project. Within twenty (20) days of receipt
of such statement, the President will transmit to the employee the restrictions that the College
will impose on the employee's research. Failure of the College to indicate any restrictions on the
employee's research will automatically waive the College's rights to such copYright or patent.
17.12 This Agreement constitutes the entire agreement between the College and the Association..
During its life neither party will be obligated to collectively negotiate with respect to any subject
or matter whether or not coveredherein.
.
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17.13 This Agreement may be amended or supplemented only by further written agreement by the
Parties.
17.14 All tenns and conditions of the Agreement will remain in effect to the date of tennination of this
agreement with the intent to open discussions of future Agreements to commence on or about
January 16,2003.
17.15 Definitions
ACADEMIC YEAR As detennined by the College, to be trom the first day of classes in
the fall semester to the last day of examinations in the spring
semester.
ANNIVERSARY DATE The date of an employee's appointment to a full-time or part-time
position, as defined by this Agreement, at the College.
ASYNCHRONOUS WEB-BASED
DISTANCE LEARNING
COURSE Any course taught via the Internet or e-mail that is available
continuously to enrolled students during the semester the course is
offered. Lectures, reading, assignments and student work are
exchangedelectronically. .
CALENDAR YEAR January 1 to December 31.
CONTRACT YEAR
APPOINTMENT YEAR
For this Agreement, contract year and appointment year will be
DAY The "day" shall be considered a work day, excluding Saturday,
Sunday, or Holidays, unless otherwise stipulated.
DEADLINE DATE Where deadline dates are used in the contract and the date falls on
a Saturday, Sunday, or a holiday, the action must be completed on
the last work day prior to the deadline date.
DESIGNATED PARTNER A domestic partnership shall exist between two (2) persons if the
following is true:
A. The persons are not related by blood closer than would bar
marriage in the State of New York.
Neither person is married.
The persons are eighteen (18) years of age or older.
They intend to live together and are committed to the care
and support of each other.
The persons declare that they are each other's sole
domestic partner.
B.
C.
D.
E.
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G.
The persons are not in a relationship solely for the purpose
of obtaining fringe benefits at the College.
The persons agree to notify the College of any change in
the status of their domestic partnership.
The persons complete an Affidavit of Domestic
Partnership.
F.
H.
DIST ANCE LEARNING
COURSE Any course offered and taught for credit via electronic media in
which the instructor is physically separated from his/her students
in time and/or space.
EMPLOYEE Individuals covered by this Agreement.
SYNCHRONODSCLASSROOM-
BASED DISTANCE LEARNING
COURSE Any course taught using interactive media such as television and
video camera to link separated classrooms. Electronic
transmissions link classrooms during specific time periods
throughout a semester.
ARTICLE XVIII - Distance Learnine
18.1 The College and"theFaculty Association recognize that Distance Learning is a developing area
and agree to communicate regularly on issues of concern. The impact on enrollment of Distance
Learning courses shall be monitored by the Labor Management Committee. Each semester the
number of Distance Learning courses and the particular enrollment in each course will be
assessed to ascertain whether there is any potential for negative impact on the numbers of
courses/sections offered at the College. If the trends suggest any negative impact on numbers of
courses/sections offered at the College, the College agrees to limit the number of Distance
Learning courses in that course area so as to avoid any further negative impact.
Participation in any Distance Learning course is voluntary on the part of the faculty. However,
in the event that a faculty member's standard load cannot be filled due to a lack of courses which
the faculty member is qualified to teach, Distance Learning courses which the faculty men1ber is
qualified to teach may be assigned to fill the standard load (unless other non-teaching options are
agreed to by both the affected faculty member and the College).
18.2 A Distance Learning section is credited to a faculty member's total load the same as any non-
distance learning section of the same course.
18.3 The College shall provide appropriate and timely training for faculty and staff involved in
Distance Learning activities. Faculty and staff will be trained in the technology, special skills
and methods necessary for instruction in the Distance Learning environment. All costs
associated with such training shall be paid for by the College.
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18.4 Compensation
(a)
(b)
(bl)
(b2)
(b3)
(c)
(d)
The compensation for developing on-line course methodology for a course never before
offered on-line will be $2320 for a three-credit course the first time a faculty member
does so and $1740 every time thereafter, effective September 1,2003. These figures will
be prorated for courses that are other than three credits. These figures will increase in
subsequent years by the same percentage as the range movement of faculty salaries.
Instructors of synchronous classroom-based sections shall receive an additional one-time
paYment of a $200 production fee (pro-rated for course of other than three (3) hours of
credit) for the instructor's time to meet with the media staff and for the added complexity
of television teaching.
On a cycle to be determined by the College, master course templates for each on-line
course will be revised, with the faculty member compensated at a rate of $580 per three-
credit course (prorated for courses other than three credits), effective September 1, 2003.
This figure will increase in subsequent years by the same percentage as the range
movement of faculty salaries.
Assignment of the work of revision will be made on the following basis, in order of
priority:
1. the original developer of the on-line format for the course'
2. seniority within the curricular area among those bargaining unit members who have
taught on-line courses
3. other qualified bargaining unit members who have taught on-line courses, based on
seniority within the bargaining unit
4. choice of the Dean of Academic Affairs
The creator of the original on-line format of the course or the reviser of the master course
template (whoever has most recently performed this work) will have the right of first
refusal to teach all sections of this course for the following six semesters, excluding
summers, up to a full teaching load.
The College will own the intellectual rights to the master course template, while the
faculty member retains the rights to materials that are particular to each individual class
section. The master course template will contain course information documents for
SUNY Learning Network courses or their WebCT equivalent.
This agreement presumes that the College continues to use the platforms for on-line
courses that are currently in effect.' Should that change, the College and the Faculty
Association agree to revisit this issue.
18.5 Faculty teaching Distance Learning courses who work on their Distance Learning courses
.outside of normal working hours at home will be compensated up to $40 per month for their link
to an internet service provider. .
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18.6 Ownership of Materials
Materials designed for, or resulting trom, Distance Learning initiatives shall not be sold by the
College. For two (2) years, the originating instructor has the first right of refusal to train
subsequent instructors to teach all sections of the Distance Learning course he/she has
developed.
18.7 Evaluation of Distance Learning Courses
Evaluation of faculty members teaching Distance Leaming courses shall follow the same
procedures and practices that apply to regular classroom courses. Electronic transmissions of
course materials, lectures or chat groups will not be monitored by the College except for
purposes of evaluating the faculty member according to the standard procedures.
-
Faculty members shall have the option to participate in the formation of Distance Leaming
teaching policies and procedures and to work with the College to provide regular assessment of
Distance Learning courses.'
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